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In general the newly sighted see the world as a 
dazzle of color-patches. They are pleased by the

 sensation of colors.

        By Annie Dillard



 
 Holy Quran is the holiest of all books and is the most read book of all times. 
 The Quran was revealed over a span of 23 years 5 month and 14 days. 
 There are 540 Ruku. 
 There are 6666 ayahs (verses). 
 There are 114 chapters(surahs) 
 The longest surah is “Al-Baqra”. 
 The shortest surah is —Al-Kousar”. 
 —Surah Taubah“ does not begin with tasmiah 

(Bis – millah –ir –Rahman -ir-Rahim) 
 In Surah naml(ant)“Bismillah“is mentioned twice. 
 Hajaj bin Yousaf placed the punctuation in the Quran. 
 Surah Fatiha is entirely a supplication and also know  

with the name of “Ummul Quran”. 
 Surah Yaseen is referred to as the —Heart of the Quran“. 
 The first surah to be revealed was —Surah Alaq“and last verse was of   

“Surah Almaidah”. 
 

 

 

 Islam means ”Peace‘ through the submission of ”God‘. 

 Muslim means anyone that submits himself to the will of ”God‘. 

 Actual Seventh century Quraans complete and intact versions,  

are on display in museums in Turkey and many other places  

around the world. 

 Islam is a complete code of life that governs all facets of life;  

moral, spiritual, social, political, economic and intellectual. 

 Islam is not a culture, it is complete code of life.  

Its followers are over 1.5 billion world wide. 

Know Your QuranKnow Your QuranKnow Your Quran

M.Sualeh I Golden
J.W Township Campus

 

thMian Krarr Kahlid  8  Silver
B.W Township Campus

Interesting Facts about IslamInteresting Facts about IslamInteresting Facts about Islam
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The name of Lahore is associated with every Muslim 
dynasty of the North Asia right from the Ghazanavides to 
the Mughals. It was sometimes the seat of the government, 
some time the second capital, but it was always the place of 
importance. It was here, at Lahore, that Pakistan 
Resolution was passed on March23, 1940 at Manto Park, now 
known as Iqbal Park, in the presence of millions of people 
who gathered there from all parts of India and Minar-i-
Pakistan has been constructed right as the spot where 
Pakistan resolution was passed.

But Lahore is the city which claims attention not only 
of the students of history, archaeology and antiquities, but 
also of the general and even casual visitor as it offers many 
interesting places and faces. It is full of life and attracts 
millions of visitors of every class and creed ever year from 
all parts of Pakistan as well as abroad.

Around the end of the tenth century, the kingdom of 
Lahore was in the hands of a Brahman king, and in 988 A.D 
jai pal, the reigning monarch was decisively beaten by 
Sabuktagin (the father of ghaznavi).The first Muslim king to 
conquer Lahore was Mahmud of Ghana in 1021 A.D. He was 
followed by long line conquerors until the city passed into 
the hand of the mughal in 1524 A.D and rose to its greatest 
glory the centre of art, culture, trade and commerce during 
the next two hundred years of their domination.

Such has been the chequered history of this city but 
through the dust of confusion, barbarism, tyranny and the 
game of power it always sprang up glistening, glittering and 
smiling. It was perhaps these qualities of the city which 
induced scores of invaders to conquer it. The city now enjoy 
an central position as it is more or less right in the centre of 
the country and over well connected by road, rail and air 
with all the other major cities and towns of Pakistan .

The Great City of LahoreThe Great City of Lahore

and its Originand its Origin

The Great City of Lahore

and its Origin

Huzefa Irfan VII Blue
B.W Johar Town Campus
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Burj Khalifa, known as Burj Dubai prior to its 

inauguration, is a Skyscraper in Dubai, United Arab 

Emirates, and is the tallest man made structure in the 

world, 2723 ft. Construction began on 21 September 

2004. The building officially opened on 4 January 2010. 

The total cost for the project was about U$1.5 billion.

Burj Khalifa was designed to be the centerpiece 

of a larger-scale, mixed-use development that would 

include 30000 homes, nine hotels, 3 hectares (7.4 

acres) of parkland, at least 19 residential towers, the 

Dubai Mall, and the 12-hectare (30-acre) man-made 

Burj Khalifa Lake.

The building has returned the location of Earth's 

tallest freestanding structure to the Middle East.

The unique design and engineering challenges of 

building Burj Khalifa have been featured in a number of 

television documentaries, including the Big, Bigger, 

Biggest series on the National Geographic.

The opening of Burj Khalifa was held on 4 

January 2010. The ceremony featured a display of 

10000 fireworks, light beams projected on and around 

the tower, along with sound, light and water effects.

The building has been used by several 

experienced BASE jumpers for both authorized and 

unauthorized BASE jumping.

Burj KhalifaBurj KhalifaBurj Khalifa

thHassan Ali Atique 7  Golden
B.W Township Campus

I would like to invent a flying car. It will save my time.That car will use 

water and air as fuel. It will be a great solution of global warming. I 

would save money for fuel (CNG and petrol).Then there would be no 

signals and long line of cars. It will be a great fun up in the sky moving 

in clouds and eating burgers. Its colour will be red. 

I like to inventI like to inventI like to invent

rdHamza 3  White
J.W Township Campus
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1. Never break a promise you have made.

2. Be punctual.

3. Always speak the truth.

4. Take keen interest in other people's problems and try to solve them sincerely.

5. Give your seat to a standing female, old man or child in a bus or train.

6. Say thanks whenever you receive something in your hand even if you have paid for 

it.

7. Do not sit in bad company or you will lose your good reputation. As a man is known 

by the company he keeps.

8. Never think before doing a good deed.

9. Remain cheerful in times of trouble. If you grumble, people will dislike you.

10.Do not laugh loudly –smile graciously.

11.Speech is silver, but silence is gold.

12.Listen patiently to everyone who wants to confide in you.

13.Never accept gifts in return for doing your duty. thSumawia Younis   8 Green
Johar Town Campus

How to be popular among the peopleHow to be popular among the peopleHow to be popular among the people

1. It takes about 50 licks to lick away one scoop of ice-cream.

2. Of all days of week, most ice-cream is bought on ”Sunday ”

3. Kids aged 2-12 and adults over 45 eat the most ice-cream.

4. More men (13%) admit to licking their ice-cream bowl clean 

than women (8%).

5. Vanilla, chocolate, butter pecan, strawberry and mint 

Chocó chip are the most popular ice-cream flavors.

6. Chocolate syrup is most popular ice-cream topping.

7. 5%of ice-cream eaters share their ice-cream with their pet.

8. Largest ice-cream sundae weighed 54, 914 pounds, made by 

Palm Davies in Alberta Canada in 1988. 
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Rida Aamir X Green 
Johar Town Campus



Classroom:-

         A place crowded with students resulting more outside than inside.
Exams:-

         Something attempted, something done, but never wanted.
Failure:-

         A word often used for students at the end of the exams, often used for those 
intelligent  students, who have better things to do than study.

Grammar:-

           One fool makes the rules and the other fools try to follow them, or destroy them.
Library:-

           A place where one can gossip peacefully.
Students:-

          A football which is kicked from the parents to the teacher for a future goal. 
Doing a Bunk:-

A vanishing act often thought by students, to get freedom from the tyranny of 
studies but often caught in the thoughts. 

Knowledge:-

           A commodity rarely found in students, but amply stored in libraries.
Bags:-

           Place where one can hide one's personal belongings.
Hall:-

A place where one can relax without any interruption.

Test your DefinitionsTest your DefinitionsTest your Definitions

Fatima Zahid  10 Green 

Johar Town Campus
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Technology is the practical application of knowledge, it 

enriches our lives. Although the latest technology benefits 

us by performing tasks quickly and efficiently, at the same 

time, such gadgets result in shunning the rest of the world. 

Here are some of the gadgets. They are new forms of old 

ones. These are convenient, durable, portable and stylish.

BENDI KEYBOARD:

 It is flexible, practical and easier for you to see what you 

are typing during those dimly lit evenings. It is also 

washable.

USB HOT AND COLD COASTER:

 It lets you keep your favorite beverage hot or cold – just the 

way you like it. It's completely USB-powered, so you'll need 

to plug it into a free USB port on your computer. It's said to 

heat up to 104 degrees and chill down to 59 degrees.

USB NECKLACES AND SUNGLASSES: 

 We can find USB in an elegant and beautiful form i.e 

necklaces and cool sunglasses. They help to carry USB 

easily, look stylish and prevent USB loss.

 E-BOOK READER:

 With its help we can read novels while traveling. Electronic 

books can be downloaded in it. It has 5 inches screen. You 

can carry it anywhere easily you want. 

COLOUR PICKING PEN;

 It will hypothetically come with a sensor as well as RGB ink 

tanks, capable of creating virtually any color you see in the 

natural world and putting it down to paper.

TALKING MOUSE:

 It is compatible with Microsoft Windows Vista and Windows 

XP. Its rotating wheel can be used as volume controller.

NAPKIN PC:

 It is a device that uses e-paper and radio frequency (RF) 

technology to enable creative groups to collaborate more 

effectively. 

thM. Sameet Mehdi  7  Golden 

B.W.Township Campus 

Craziest Useful GadgetsCraziest Useful GadgetsCraziest Useful Gadgets
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Rose

The rose is rightly called “the queen of flower”. It is beautiful 

to look at. It is very sweet to smell. It is of many kinds and 

colours. It is used for making garlands and bouquets. It is to be 

plucked with great care, for its plants are very thorny. Rose-

water and gulkand are used as medicines in the East. The Otto 

of the rose is said to be invented by Queen Nur Jahan. Its plants 

are nearly four feet high.

thMustafa Gull  8  White

B.W Township  Campus

A geographic information system is a system designed to 
capture, store, manipulate, analyze, manage and present 
all types of geographical data. GIS is sometimes used for 
geographical information studies to refer to the academic 
discipline or career of working with geographic information 
system.
A GIS helps you to answer questions and solve problems by 
looking at your data in a way that is quickly understood and 
easily shared.
Modern GIS technologies use digital information, for which 
various digitized data creation methods are used. Most of 
the traditional mathematical capabilities, plus an extensive 
set of advance map processing operations are available in 
modern GIS. You can add, subtract, multiply, divide, root, 
log, cosine differentiate and even integrate maps. After all 
maps in GIS are just organized sets of numbers.
In many ways, GIS is “as different as it is similar” to 
traditional mapping. Its early expressions simply automated 
existing capacities but in its modern form it challenges the 
very nature and utility of maps.

Geographic Information System (G I S)Geographic Information System (G I S)Geographic Information System (G I S)

Mrs Humaira Jehangir

Headmistress K.K.S Campus
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Advantages & Disadvantages of InternetAdvantages & Disadvantages of InternetAdvantages & Disadvantages of Internet

Today we know that science has revolutionized our life 
through equipments and technology. like Television, 
Radio, Electricity, but the most wonderful invention of 

ththe 20  century is computer. The use of Internet has 
made means of communication fast and safe. It is the 
fastest way of modern communication which has made 
the affairs of business easy and reliable. There are 
numerous websites like OLX does online business. There 
is also a way to do online booking through internet. 
Internet (E-mail Electronic-mail) is a means 

to send your messages to your friends. It facilitates us with great information and knowledge 
about various aspects of society. There are also disadvantages of Internet that our young 
students waste their time in watching time – wasting programmes. It is harmful for our eye-
sight. It is also a very expensive way of communication that a large number of people cannot 
afford service packages. But beside all these facts, Internet is a contribution to mankind and 
we can use it for our benefits. As a whole it creates atmosphere of happiness because we can 
communicate to our relatives, living away from us. But we should be careful not to misuse the 
Internet.

Usama zulfiqar IX White

B.WTownship Campus

A Horrible DreamA Horrible DreamA Horrible Dream

One night I was coming back to my home from my Aunt's home 

on my bike and the bike head light was fused. My bike was 

running like a leopard at full speed. Suddenly, I saw a truck 

leading towards me. When I took notice that the truck driver 

was sleeping on the steering, it made me wet with cold sweat. I 

tried to apply brakes but it was too late and I hit badly  with the 

bonnet of the truck. I flew like a crow from my bike and then I 

realized that I was having a horrible dream because my shrieks 

had filled my bed room with my whole family.

thMuhammad Abdullah Mushtaq 8  Silver

B.W Township Campus
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 Friendship is something that takes time to happen. 
You may think having a friend means, you share a friendship 
but I do not think so. Friendship to me is to know someone so 
well that you can tell someone what a person feels. A friend 
is a person who is always by your side when times are bad. 
When you feel like no one cares for you, it is not true only a 
true friend does and will know when you are feeling this and 
will do everything in his power to 

True FriendsTrue FriendsTrue Friends

make you feel better. A true friend is a person who understands what you are saying even if it 
does not make any sense. 

I have a few true friends in my life who have helped me to change my life 
completely. Not a single day passes by when I do not talk to them.
My friends are an important part of my life and if I get into a fight with one of them. We make 
up in a minute because we cannot be mad at each other since we know how much the other 
one cares for us. Friends are important in my life because when I feel down they are the only 
ones I feel like talking with. All of my friends are of different ages, some of them are 14 or 15 
years old & they are my role models. Whenever I see them I learn new and different things 
from them. All of my friends have different meanings to me because they all have special 
traits in them that make them my friend. Some are smart, some are funny, they all are my 
friends because they trust me.
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thQunain Haider 8  White

       B.W Township Campus

thIrtiza Hassan 9  Grey

B.W Township Campus

 Ali: “ He was kicked out of school for cheating”. Ali: “ He was kicked out of school for cheating”.

Hamza: “How come”?Hamza: “How come”?

 Ali: He was caught counting his ribs in biology exam. Ali: He was caught counting his ribs in biology exam.

 Two women were preparing to board an aeroplane . One of them turned to the  Two women were preparing to board an aeroplane . One of them turned to the 

pilot and said, “Now please don't travel faster than sound. We want to talk.”pilot and said, “Now please don't travel faster than sound. We want to talk.”

 Teacher: “Can you give me the example of wasted energy.” Teacher: “Can you give me the example of wasted energy.”

Student: “Yes, maam, telling a hair raising story to a bald headed man.Student: “Yes, maam, telling a hair raising story to a bald headed man.

 Ali: “ He was kicked out of school for cheating”.

Hamza: “How come”?

 Ali: He was caught counting his ribs in biology exam.

 Two women were preparing to board an aeroplane . One of them turned to the 

pilot and said, “Now please don't travel faster than sound. We want to talk.”

 Teacher: “Can you give me the example of wasted energy.”

Student: “Yes, maam, telling a hair raising story to a bald headed man.



1. Tongue Print:
 Don't stick out your tongue if you want to hide your identity. 
  Similar to fingerprints, everyone also has a unique 
tongue   print!

2. Bone Count:
  An Adult has fewer bones than a baby. We start  life with 350 
 bones, but because bones fuse together during growth, we end 
 up with only 206 as adults.

3. New Stomach: 
 Did you know that you get a new stomach lining every three to 
 four days? If you didn't, the strong acids your stomach uses to 
  digest food would also digest your stomach.

4. Scent Remembering:
 Your nose is not as sensitive as a dog's, but it can remember 
  50,000 different scents.

5. Large Intestine:
 The small intestine is about four times as long as the length of 
the large intestine. If they weren't looped back and forth upon itself, 
its length of 18 to 23 feet wouldn't fit into the abdominal cavity, 
making things rather messy.

6. Bacteria: 
 This will really make your skin crawl, every square inch of skin 
 on the human body has about 32 million bacteria on it, but  
 fortunately, the vast majority of them are harmless.

7. Source of Body Odour:
 The source of smelly feet, like smelly armpits, is sweat. And 
  people sweat buckets from their feet. Pair of feet have 
500,000  sweat glands and can produce more than a pint of sweat 
a day.

8. Sneeze Speed:
 The air from a human sneeze can travel at speeds of 100 miles 
 per hour or more, another good reason to cover your nose and 
  mouth when sneeze or duck when you hear one coming 

 16 Unusual Facts about the human body 16 Unusual Facts about the human body 16 Unusual Facts about the human body
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9. Blood Distance:   
 Blood has a long road to travel. Laid end to end, there are  

 about 60000 miles of blood vessels in the human body. And the 

 hard working heart pumps about 2,000 gallons of blood through 

 those vessels every day.

10. Saliva Quantity:
 You may not want to swim in your spit, but if you saved it all up, 

 you could in a lifetime; the average person produces about  

 25,000 quats of Saliva enough to fill two swimming pools.

11. Snore Loudness:
 By 60 years of age, 60% of men and 40% women snore. But  

 the sound of a snore can seem deafening. While snore average 

 around 60 decibels, the noise level of normal speech, they can 

 reach more than 80 decibels, Eighty decibels is a loud as the 

  sound of a nomadic drill breaking up concrete. Noise 

levels   over 85 decibels are considered hazardous to the human 

ear.

12. Hair Colour and Count:
 Hair colour helps determine how dense the hair on your head is, 

 and blonds (only natural ones, of course), top the list. The  

 average human head has 1,00,000 hair follicles, each of which 

 is capable of producing 20 individual hairs during a person's  

 lifetimes. Blondes average 1,46,000 follicles. People with  

 black hair tend to have about 1,10,000 follicles, while those 

  with brown hair are right on target with 1,00,000 

follicles.   Redheads have the least dense hair, averaging 

about 86,000   follicles.

13. Shedding:
 Your net isn't the only in the house with a shedding problem. 

  Humans shed about 6,00,000 particles of skin every 

hour. That  works out to about 1.5 pounds each year, so the average 

person  will lose around 105 pounds of skin by age 70.

14. Nail growth:
 If you are clipping your fingernails more often than your  

 toenails, that's only natural the nails that get the most  

  exposure and are used most frequently grow the fastest. 

Finger  nails grow fastest on the hand that you write in the 

longest   fingers. On average, nails grow about one tenth 
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15. Head weight:
 No wonder bodies have such a hard time holding up their heads. 
 The human head is one quarter to our total length at birth but 
  only one eighth of our total length by the time we reach 
  adulthood.

16. Need for sleep:
 If you say that you're dying to get good nights sleep, you could 
  mean that literally you can go without eating for weeks 
but   not  without  sleep. After eleven days, you'll be asleep, 
  forever.

thM. Shehroz Ameer 10  Brown
B.W Township  Campus
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When I was a little baby I used to recite the poem:

 This diamond, like stars really attracts me and I really want to touch them. I have 

always been busy to think that there must be some fairies living on the stars. As I grew up, I 

realize that stars are not the house of fairies, but stars and space are the mysteries in our 

universe, so now I long to go to space. One day I saw an advertisement in the newspaper from 

SPARCO that they were arranging a trip to space for the students of less then 12 years. I felt 

very excited and ran to my father and requested him to go with me to SPARCO office for 

registration. 

The SPARCO staff told us that we had to do some exercises for the preparation. They 

taught me how to hold my breath. During this practice, I was badly shaken and after one week 

I was ready to go to space with the crew of SPARCO and that was the day when my dream was 

going to become true. I was very excited and the countdown started _______5, 6, 4, 3,2,1,0 

and rocket launched. It took 3 hours to reach the space.

 The space was very vast, mysterious and silent. It was very dark all around. I saw the 

twinkling stars, the big moon and the planets. I saw asteroid from very near.

 I spent two hours there and came back. I did not touch the stars and the moon but when 

I went to space I felt that I was really touching them. That day was the most memorable day of 

my life.

The Space AdventureThe Space AdventureThe Space Adventure

“Twinkle twinkle little star,

How I wonder what you are,

Up above the world so high,

Like a diamond in the sky”

thHassan Ali Atique7  Golden

B.W.Township Campus



 Khewra salt mine is located in Khewra, Jhelum District and 260 kilometers from 

Lahore. It is the second largest salt mine in the world, situated in the foot hills of the salt 

range, the Khewra salt mines are the oldest in South Asia.

 Salt has been mined at Khewra since 320Bc in under ground area of about 110 square 

kilometers. The main tunnel at ground level was developed by Dr. Warth 1872 but since then it 

has been converted into tourist resort. Khewra salt mine has estimated total of 220 million 

tons of rock salt deposits. The current production from the mine is 465000 tons salt per 

annum.

 Khewra Salt Mines Khewra Salt Mines Khewra Salt Mines

th Khawaja Muhammad Hamza 8  silver

B.W Township Campus

 At places rock salt is 99%. Pure salt is 

transparent, white, pink, and reddish to beef-colour 

red and white colour salt.

Discovery of Mine:

 It is said that Alexander visited South Asia, 

coming across Jhelum and Mianwali region, Khewra 

salt mine was discovered. The discovery of the 

mines, however was not made by Alaxender nor his 

“allies”, but by his horse. It is stated when 

Alexander's Army stopped here for rest, the horses 

started licking the stones. One of his soldiers took 

notice of it and when he tasted the rock stone, it was 

salty thus leading to the discovery of the mines.

 Afterwards these mines were wholly 

purchased by a local Raja, from that era to 

independence of Pakistan, these mines remained the 

property of locally living Janjua Rajas, the son of 

Raja Mal.

In March 1849, the British captured the salt mines and resistance movement began against 

the poor conditions and prices imposed upon the miners.

From 1849- 62 they were on strike which were heavily suppressed and in 1872, new method of 

measurement and pricing was introduced which increased workload. Mines were locked so 

miners could not leave without fulfilling their quotas. Men, women and children were even 

born in mines due to the conditions imposed.

Further strikes were carried out by the workers from 1872 -76. This time, the chief mine 

engineer Dr. Warth approached Delhi Head office and asked H.Wright to send  British soldiers. 

Twelve of the worker’s representative shot at the front of the mines. Their graves are outside, 

at the middle gates of mines.
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Socrates said about 600 or so years before “know thyself”…….. The most important in life 
to know yourself. It is a creative act, through this you can accomplish countless things and 
explore the best in yourself. It is the starting point of personal and spiritual growth. 
Think carefully! …..  Do you really want to know about yourself and why? Of course yes! 
Because self discovery is your search for your own truth and inner peace. The power of 
knowing our thoughts, feelings and actions opens the way for balancing, harmonizing and 
healing the totality of our being. Knowledge of self is also considered as the first step in our 
pursuit of happiness for unless we know what we are, we cannot know what will bring about 
our fulfillment and without fulfillment of our true nature we cannot be happy.

“What do you seek, O pilgrim on the path
Liberation from pain and freedom from all the sufferings.

The answer to thy question is already in thy heart.
Listen, O pilgrim, to the whispering of thy soul

Know thy self………….. For in thyself is found
All these are to be known.” thRoha Zahid 8  Blue

G.W. Johar Town Campus

Fatima Zahid 10 Green
G.W Johar Town Campus

 Memories cause pain or contentment. They may exasperate and appease, our  Memories cause pain or contentment. They may exasperate and appease, our 
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 Memories cause pain or contentment. They may exasperate and appease, our 
emotions irritate and gratify us.  I still remember those good old days when I was a kid.  I used 
to run outside whenever it rained.  I still feel my loud screams consoling the weeping sky. I 
remember the panorama when the trees sung with the wind and the rain drops played the 
background music. I cherish those moments of my childhood when I used to play with my 
friends all day long, and those long summer slumbers come back to me like the sweetness of 
its sweetest fruits ---The charms of childhood , I used to live in a world of my own, a world free 
from all sorts of worries and sorrows . Now all those glorious moments, which are still fresh in 
my memories, seem like a fairy tale of the long gone past. Now the rain falls only to bring 
water, the trees sing, only to shed leaves and the leaves fall only to be treaded upon. Now 
when the rain comes, it is not the same; the urge to go out and get myself drenched never 
arises.  I just sit by my window in a melancholic mood cherishing the memories of childhood,  
which bring a smile to my face. These memories are the only link between my childhood and 
me. With this memory in my mind I can feel my childhood in the falling rains, in the singing 
birds and in the dancing trees.  Memories are the most precious treasure one can ever 
possess. It's a treasure that can never be stolen.
              I thank God for giving me such a precious gift ……. my memories

 Know Thyself Know Thyself Know Thyself

MemoriesMemoriesMemories
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 Goals Goals
 First of all set your goals in life First of all set your goals in life

 Goals must be achievable and must have a time frame. Goals must be achievable and must have a time frame.

 Define ways to achieve them. Define ways to achieve them.

 Healthy Body Healthy Body
 To have a healthy body is one of the most important requisites in the path of achieving  To have a healthy body is one of the most important requisites in the path of achieving 

success.success.

 Eat balance diet to attain a balanced body. Eat balance diet to attain a balanced body.

 Take breakfast regularly. Take breakfast regularly.

 Drink 8-10 glasses of water daily. Drink 8-10 glasses of water daily.

 Keep water bottle with you in school hours to fulfill your body water requirements from  Keep water bottle with you in school hours to fulfill your body water requirements from 

morning to moon as water keeps you hydrated and fresh.morning to moon as water keeps you hydrated and fresh.

 Take proper home made lunch during break. Avoid junk food to avoid illness. Take proper home made lunch during break. Avoid junk food to avoid illness.

 Take regular exercises. Take regular exercises.

 Play such games which require large muscle movements. Play such games which require large muscle movements.

 Take bath regularly as it lessens your body temperature and keeps you cool and fresh the  Take bath regularly as it lessens your body temperature and keeps you cool and fresh the 

whole day.whole day.

 Take proper sleep for 6- 8 hours daily in night and wake early in the morning. Take proper sleep for 6- 8 hours daily in night and wake early in the morning.

 Be happy and share your problems with parents. Be happy and share your problems with parents.

 Sharp Mind Sharp Mind
 Sharp mind is the utmost desire to achieve success. Sharp mind is the utmost desire to achieve success.

 Practice reading story books or other books on scientific knowledge (to improve your  Practice reading story books or other books on scientific knowledge (to improve your 

imaginative power, creativity skills, vocabulary) weekly.imaginative power, creativity skills, vocabulary) weekly.

 Be regular in class, listen the lecture carefully and jot down important points from lecture. Be regular in class, listen the lecture carefully and jot down important points from lecture.

 Solve your queries related to studies by asking questions to the teacher in class. Solve your queries related to studies by asking questions to the teacher in class.

 Reread your text whenever have extra time in school. Reread your text whenever have extra time in school.

 Sit in front rows in the class (try to sit at some distance from close friends as they may  Sit in front rows in the class (try to sit at some distance from close friends as they may 

divert your attention from the lecture to themselves i-e like sharing things during lecture divert your attention from the lecture to themselves i-e like sharing things during lecture 

etc.)etc.)

 Study at home for 2- 4 hours daily. Study at home for 2- 4 hours daily.

 Do not forget to enjoy break time with friends. Do not forget to enjoy break time with friends.

 Watch scientific, educational programs on television and share your knowledge with your  Watch scientific, educational programs on television and share your knowledge with your 

parents.parents.

 Say prayer at regular times. Say prayer at regular times.

These are some key points which will surely help you to attain success.These are some key points which will surely help you to attain success.

Best of Luck!Best of Luck!

 Goals
 First of all set your goals in life

 Goals must be achievable and must have a time frame.

 Define ways to achieve them.

 Healthy Body
 To have a healthy body is one of the most important requisites in the path of achieving 

success.

 Eat balance diet to attain a balanced body.

 Take breakfast regularly.

 Drink 8-10 glasses of water daily.

 Keep water bottle with you in school hours to fulfill your body water requirements from 

morning to moon as water keeps you hydrated and fresh.

 Take proper home made lunch during break. Avoid junk food to avoid illness.

 Take regular exercises.

 Play such games which require large muscle movements.

 Take bath regularly as it lessens your body temperature and keeps you cool and fresh the 

whole day.

 Take proper sleep for 6- 8 hours daily in night and wake early in the morning.

 Be happy and share your problems with parents.

 Sharp Mind
 Sharp mind is the utmost desire to achieve success.

 Practice reading story books or other books on scientific knowledge (to improve your 

imaginative power, creativity skills, vocabulary) weekly.

 Be regular in class, listen the lecture carefully and jot down important points from lecture.

 Solve your queries related to studies by asking questions to the teacher in class.

 Reread your text whenever have extra time in school.

 Sit in front rows in the class (try to sit at some distance from close friends as they may 

divert your attention from the lecture to themselves i-e like sharing things during lecture 

etc.)

 Study at home for 2- 4 hours daily.

 Do not forget to enjoy break time with friends.

 Watch scientific, educational programs on television and share your knowledge with your 

parents.

 Say prayer at regular times.

These are some key points which will surely help you to attain success.

Best of Luck!
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